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Foreword

Where there is a woman there is magic. If there is a moon falling from her 
mouth, she is a woman who knows her magic, who can share or not share her 
powers. A woman with a moon falling from her mouth, roses between her 
legs, and tiaras of Spanish moss, this woman is a consort of the spirits.

— Ntozake Shange, Sassafras, Cypress and Indigo

5

The entity that is The Sandy River Review fosters this incredible sense of 
closeness. 36 years and 38 volumes full of dedication and love have created 
a community that will last. Becoming an editor of such a high-standard 
journal was daunting to say the least, but my respect for the passion and 
prowess of writers has grown like wildflowers. I am especially honored to 
be publishing work from other UMF students and alumni. Let me warn 
you, their work in this issue will keep you up at night. These pieces are gor-
geous, thought-provoking, and not at all afraid of the truth.

— Elayna Chamberlin

Every issue of The Sandy River Review has a theme whether intentional or 
accidental. I never could have anticipated the way this issue fell so seam-
lessly together. Every step and every decision just felt right. I hope as a 
reader that you get the same sense of everything being as it should that we 
got as editors. Each piece kept me thinking about them long after the last 
line and I hope there is a piece that will do the same for you.  

— Alexandra Dupuis





New City Janet Cannon

it was nearly nine that night
before I realized the only

words I’d spoken all day
were one slice and a large

black coffee please and
thank you walking by

apartment building doors
for hours in my new city

this week exploring the
always busy air walking

around shadows like an
anonymous ghost observing

sounds of  urban adventure
testing images with thoughts

of  maybe belonging to this
square spaces place unknown

to my rural road memories
of  familiar organic curves
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Hurricane Aliza Dube

8        Fiction

 Katrina’s leaning against the front door of  my boyfriend’s house, smok-
ing a cigarette when I pull up the drive. I expected her to be there. Her guy friend 
lives here too. She’s trashed already, at 7pm. You can see it in the way she’s not 
really taking drags anymore, just kinda sitting there letting the cherry of  her ciga-
rette eat up her Walmart manicure. She’s an amazon in heels.                        
 A septum piercing peeks out defiantly between her nostrils. It makes me 
think of  the bulls my father raises, the rings threaded through their sinuses so you 
can lead them around with the threat of  mutilation. These animals have horns 
that could run through a grown man, but with your finger looped through the 
ring, they’re puppies on a leash. 
 Katrina wouldn’t be led by anybody, she’d stab you first. Her hair is piled 
into a hairspray-riddled ponytail, trying desperately to cover the bald spot from 
her last bar fight. Her bottom lip is still fat from some other girl’s fist.
 “Baby girl!” she shrieks at me when I pop open the car door. “You’re 
here! Now we can go to the bar!”
 She’s hugging me and pulling me out of  the vehicle at the same time. I 
am her baby, child-sized in the shadow of  her height. Katrina tells me she loves 
me more often than my boyfriend does. I want to believe this as she shoves me 
through the front door. The door is half  broken in and half-assedly patched up 
with a board. The board has a Sharpied smiley face, so it looks like the one from 
Ed, Edd and Eddie. My boyfriend had tried to make it a joke after he had kicked it 
in.
 My boyfriend and his bros live in a house that could have maybe once 
been built with the intention of  a nice family living in it. There are three bed-
rooms, a 1960s kitchen and a bathroom that looks like the one from Pulp Fiction. 
Everything seems to have strayed from its intentions. There are enough recycla-
bles littered about to fund a class trip to NYC. The carpets, all white, are stained 
with God only knows what. I keep my socks on at all times. This is my weekend 
home.                
 Tate stumbles down the stairs and presses a Twisted Tea against my fish-
net-covered thigh until I shriek and shove him. He loves to hear me scream.
 “Hey babe.” He speaks directly into my lips before he kisses me so the 
inside of  my throat echoes with his words. Tate is goofy, with sideburns he is 
threatening to grow out. He has the most intense blue eyes I have ever seen. A blue 
that could put drinks on the rocks. It’s the blue of  an empty mirror. If  I look real 
close, I can see the future shadowed in them like a gypsy’s crystal ball.            
 “Fiona!” exclaims a booming voice from the kitchen. Someone kisses the 
top of  my head. I spin around to see Tyler, Tate’s ex-gang-banger buddy, bum-



bling off into the living room. I wipe my scalp with a sweater sleeve, terrified of  the 
communal diseases that could be lurking in Tyler’s saliva. Tyler’s face looks like it’s 
constantly buffering, I’m told it’s been reconstructed over three times, and the way 
Ty’s bouncing off of  Ritalin, I’m scared half  to death that he’s gonna bash his face 
on the coffee table and we’re gonna have to go for round four. Consequences come 
up to bite you fast around these parts, like the floor rushing up to hit your face.
 It’s a meaner world than my college town. It’s the world I grew up in. 
I got a scholarship now. I’m the kid that got out. The college kids are really no 
smarter, they just have mommy and daddy a phone call away to bankroll their 
mistakes. I can’t live in their training wheel world, I grew up on motorcycles.                
 Tate’s buddies are the boxcar children all grown up, working to keep 
themselves in Ramen noodles and health insurance and booze. They are what the 
government calls your “throw away children,” but that’s the thing, you can’t really 
“throw away” someone who already has a heartbeat, you can only forget them 
and hope they’ll go away.        
 Tyler’s freestyling to the stereo beats that are making the floor shake. Tate 
says that Ty could make it big, if  he just got his own beats, but what Ty’s spitting 
sounds like he’s tripping over every other syllable.        
 “Fiona’s here and now we can go to the bar, or at least you motherfuck-
ahs can get in the car,” Ty spits.
 Emmet, Tate’s brother, is in the kitchen. Emmet is nearly a fifth of  Jack 
deep judging by the bottle in his gorilla-sized fist and nothing much has changed. 
His mouth still marches on in the same stoic line. He always looks like an out of  
uniform cop.            
 Katrina and Ben are boxing in the living room, dangerously close to the 
windows and dangerously close to me. Ben recently broke up with his high school 
sweetheart. Katrina is his best bro, now best fuck buddy. Nothing exclusive, he 
tells us; just someone to lay over while he gets over the love of  his life. I’m not 
sure I believe him. I see how he looks at her; at her face more than her tits. I don’t 
think either of  them knows what kind of  monster they’ve created with this non-
relationship. Katrina punches Ben in the hand and he screams.
 “Jesus! I think you popped another stitch!” Ben says. He has nine stitches 
in his hand from punching a TV Wednesday night.
 “Stop being such a pussy!” Katrina screams. She is two heads taller than 
him. If  she really wanted to, she could end him. She doesn’t really want to though. 
This is just all she knows about flirting.    
 “Fuck this, this is stupid. I’m not gonna fight a girl,” Ben surrenders.        
 Katrina’s shirt is riding up to just underneath her bra line. She makes 
no move to adjust any of  this but instead gestures emphatically to the rest of  the 
room.                
 “C’mon, really? Is everyone too scared to fight me?”        
 “I’ll do it!” Emmet says. His biceps are nearly the width of  Katrina’s 
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skull. She may have met her match.            
 3…2…1            
 Emmet has Katrina pinned against the wall in a matter of  seconds, his 
hands swallowing up her wrists somewhere above her head.        
 “Say Uncle,” he demands.
 “Never,” Katrina says. They lock eyes. For a moment I am terrified that 
their lips will lock too, then Ben will punch Emmet in the face and there will be 
a brawl for real. But they just stand there, with Katrina pinned beneath Emmet, 
possibility the only thing hanging between them.                
 Have you ever witnessed a car accident? Not the thralls of  screeching 
metal and chrome peeling back like cadaver skin, but the minutes before. When 
you can still pinpoint when the driver should have applied the brakes or should 
have diverted the steering wheel. Experts say the passenger seat is the most dan-
gerous. You have all this advice built up in your head, but you can’t do anything 
about it but go along for the ride.        
 “Last one to the truck has to buy me a beer!” Tate yells, bolting for the 
door. I shiver off what I’ve seen.            
 “You’re riding bitch!” I yell after Tate as we sprint to Emmet’s two-door 
pick up.

°   °   °           
 The bar is an “adult bar.” I am used to college bars where there is a trou-
ble ceiling. How far can you go? Everyone around you lives in a dorm. Somebody 
grabs your ass — so what? They’re all in your age range. Not in this too-small, 
wanna-be lumberjack bar where middle-aged men lick their teeth like wolves. I’m 
only in my slip. I had to take my sweater off, it’s too crowded in here. People are 
mistaking my self-preservation against heat stroke for flirting.
 “If  anyone touches you, I’ll kick their ass,” Tate tells me, even though 
Katrina’s hand is already looped around my ass. My back is to the drum set of  the 
band that’s supposed to show up anytime now. Washed-up 90s grunge is playing, 
reminding most of  the patrons of  their twenties. I’m reminded of  when I was five, 
when sex and candy were just pretty words.
 “Tate, you’re lucky I don’t steal Fiona away from you,” Katrina says. “I 
just absolutely love women.”    
 I snuggle in closer to her as if  to ask, could you please? Steal me away, 
just for tonight and I promise your girl will make it worth your time.    
 “Take it up with her,” Tate says.        
 Katrina stoops down so that her lips are at my ear. She whispers so only 
I can hear. “What do you think, Baby Girl? Can I fuck you?”
 I don’t have the nerve to say yes, but I nod my head against her arm and 
pray she understands. I’m fumbling to get my tongue unglued from the roof  of  
my mouth. I take a long sip from my vodka lemonade, play with a cherry stem 
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between my teeth. Tate watches me like I’m Atlas holding up the world, scared to 
look away, because maybe if  he does, I might drop the ball.        

°   °   °
 Emmet leaves a dent in the car next to ours when he pulls out. The truck 
barely makes a sound as it collides with the Toyota, crumpling in the door like a 
paper lunch bag. Emmet stops the truck to look at the damage.
 “Yep, we’re getting out of  here,” Emmet says, spinning the wheel. He is 
too drunk to drive, but we all can say the same. We are out of  options and we are 
out of  the parking lot before the Toyota owner even knows what hit them.    
 “That door’s not gonna open anymore,” Ben says in wide-eyed specula-
tion. I’m wondering how Emmet can just drive away without any thought. I am 
wondering how the passengers of  that car will ever make it home when they finally 
stumble out of  the bar. Is this even a mistake they can afford to fix?    
 The truck is swerving slightly. Emmet’s humming along to the country 
song blasting over the speakers like nothing happened. Katrina is riding bitch and 
Ben is in the passenger seat, one hand cast out at his side so that Katrina’s palm 
can rest in it. Ben’s looking at the street lights, he doesn’t see the way Katrina’s 
thigh is lined up with Emmet’s.
 Me and Tate are in the back seat. I’m freezing, my hands shaking, my 
shoulders trembling like I’ve just seen a ghost. Or the future. Tate pulls his Car-
hartt jacket over my shoulders. He runs his hands up and down my fishnet-bound 
legs, down my arms.
 “My Fiona,” he whispers, like it’s some type of  prayer. “My Fiona.” As if  
I had never and would never belong to anyone but him.

°   °   °
 The bass is shaking the graveyard of  bottles on the coffee table. Tyler is 
snoring loud enough to match it. Ben runs in and flips Tyler off the couch. Tyler 
lays on the floor, unresponsive for a moment, feigning death.
 “Jesus, Ty!” Emmet says. “What did I tell you about the bass?”
 “What? Only neighbor you guys got is the graveyard next door,” Ty says.
 “Emmet’s just scared we’re gonna wake the dead,” I comment.
 “Good one, baby girl,” Katrina tells me, grabbing my hands. She leads 
me into what appears to be a waltz to a dubstep remix of  a bad Halsey song. She 
pulls my arm up for me to spin her, but they don’t reach that far. She stoops down 
to my level, crossing her hands over the back of  my neck, resting her head on my 
shoulder as if  we had always danced this way. As if  we always would.    
 “I’m a wanderess, I’m a one-night stand,” she sings along. “Don’t belong 
to no city, don’t belong to no man…I’m your hurricane.”
 My heart is in my throat. All I can smell is her JCPenney perfume, and 
it’s eating up all the air left in the room. I am not drunk enough to be here.
 I retreat to Tate’s room to pour myself  a drink. Tate follows me up. He 
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hugs me from behind in front of  his mirror. I like how easy this looks. This is what 
you’ve always wanted, I think to myself. Tate bites my shoulder. He doesn’t love bite. 
He bites like he wants to tear off a chunk of  me to keep as his own. It hurts, but I 
never mind. I display his teeth marks like butterflies caught in amber. A proof  of  
something beautiful and fleeting. Someone loves me, enough to leave their mark on me. But 
now I’m just reminded of  a dog marking its territory.
 “If  you guys fuck— I get to watch, right?” Tate asks me. He can’t see 
the look of  disgust creeping over my face. He doesn’t get why it’s warped that he 
asked to watch me cheat on him. Because it is with a woman, it is entertainment, 
not betrayal in his eyes, but from where I’m standing, it is no different. I don’t have 
the words to critique this out loud.
 I spin around and kiss him.
 “Sure thing babe,” I say. The words are venom in my teeth, slowly killing 
me. I don’t have the guts to argue. I spin on my heels and head back downstairs.
 There’s only Tyler in the living room. Bad rap music plays over the flat 
screen. The boys only listen to songs about money, bitches, drugs. A world they 
think they can reach with low grade cocaine and empty Domino’s pizza boxes. 
Our world will never be like the videos; this is rural Maine, not Compton.
 “Where’d everybody go?” Tate asks.
 “Well, Emmet’s fucking Ben’s girl,” Tyler says in his dopey way. “Ben 
went for a walk so he doesn’t kill him.”
 I can picture Ben walking in the snow, a cigarette in one hand and his 
other hand balled into a fist deep in his pocket. He is possessive, he is vindictive. 
He has lost everything in the past month. Katrina is not the great love of  his life, 
he does not even love her, but she is all he has. In his mind, she is all he owns, and 
he will defend that to the death.
 “What?” Tate says. He turns the corner to Emmet’s room, like he still has 
time to stop this, and save this fragile family. I can hear the thud of  his fist against 
the door.
 “What have you done?” Tate shouts in a voice that seems out of  place on 
his goofy face. “What have you done?”    

°   °   °
 We’re upstairs in Ben’s room. A big screen TV is playing “Niggas in 
Paris.” Tate and Ben are swapping around a joint and staring at the tiny Kanye 
on the screen as if  he’s Jesus Christ. Me and Tate are sitting on Ben’s bed. I’m 
holding Tate’s hand, tracing the scabs that have formed over his knuckles, from 
the door, from other fights. I can read his hands just like a fortune teller, I can tell 
you exactly where he’s been.
 Ben is pacing the floor with a wooden bat clenched in his fists. The bat 
is painted with speckles of  blood. Ben once hit a man twice in the head and once 
in the chest with it. He brags now that the man is no longer smart enough to fuck 
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with him. I think he’s considering doing the same to Emmet.
 “It’s not worth it, put it down,” I tell him.
 “Parole,” Tate reminds him.
 Ben looks surprised and stares at his hands as if  wondering how the bat 
got there. He drops it like it were about to bite him.
 Tyler is asleep on the couch downstairs. Katrina’s in the shower. The rest 
of  us are listening to Ben make promises he can’t keep about Katrina.
 “You’d never see this happening to us,” Tate says, squeezing the ball of  
my knee. “I take relationships seriously.”
 To prove him wrong, Katrina appears in the doorway wearing nothing 
but a towel. Ben’s got murder in his eyes, but Katrina talks before anything else 
can be said;
 “Tyler’s peeing on the stairs.”        
 “Ty! What the fuck, man?” the boys are yelling, tumbling down the stairs 
after each other to throw Tyler’s ass out in the snow.    
 Katrina takes a seat on the bed next to me. Her towel is barely long 
enough to cover everything it needs to. I pretend not to notice. She leans her head 
on my shoulder.
 “Baby girl, I’m single as fuck,” she says.
 “I know,” I say. “Ben has no right to be mad about this.”
 “Do you think I’m a bad person?”
 I loop my arm around her shoulder. She’s a foot taller than me, but she 
looks so small.
 “No, you’re wonderful,” I tell her.
 “At least you got a boyfriend,” she says. “Me, I don’t got nothing. Baby 
girl, I’m single as fuck.”
 I look down at where her wrist is dropped in her lap with a bracelet of  
bruises around it.
 It’s not from the bar fights; if  it were she would have displayed it as if  
it were something from Tiffany’s. It’s not from her fling with Emmet, it’s a shade 
of  yellow that’s too old for that. It’s a cuff about the size of  Ben’s fist. I trace the 
edge of  it with a fingertip. She pulls it away as if  my fingernails are made of  lit 
cigarettes.
 I have a sudden urge to punch her too. To bring back that girl I saw in the 
living room earlier. The girl that threatened to fight any boy that dared mess with 
her. That girl that didn’t need anybody, but wanted everybody. Where is that girl? 
The girl that made me want to be louder, to stand taller. Had it all been an act? 
Was Katrina really no bigger than this mess resting her cheek on my shoulder? I 
kiss her on the cheek, trying to soak up the tears trailing down her face. She pulls 
her lips up to meet mine. She tastes like Jack Daniel’s and stale cigarettes and the 
mucus of  crying over senseless things.
 “You’ll really do it for anybody,” Ben says. We fling apart. Ben is standing 
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in the doorway, staring at Katrina as if  she’s dog shit on his shoe.
 She flips him off, grabs the back of  my head and kisses me so violently I 
can taste her blood between my teeth. She pulls away and pats me on the head.
 “Good night baby girl,” she says, walking out of  the room and out of  
my life forever. Ben will break it off with her. She’s not sober Emmet’s type. She’ll 
find another house, another gaggle of  boys to fall in love with her, because who 
wouldn’t?
 “I can’t believe she had the nerve to come in here in a towel,” Ben says.
 She doesn’t belong to you. Your heart is not hers to break, I want to tell him with a 
mouth that is still rimmed with her lip gloss.
 But Tate sits down next to me and bites my shoulder.
 “I saw tonight working out a whole lot better,” I say instead.
 “Me too,” Tate says. “But Tyler pissed all over Emmet’s sweatshirt.”
 “I’m gonna have to buy that man a beer and start calling him Karma,” 
Ben says, showing off his first smile in hours.
 The boys watch J. Cole sing about the difference between sisters and hoes 
and a girl you shouldn’t save because she doesn’t want to be. There is no move-
ment but the passing of  a joint occasionally, no sound but the sputtered coughs of  
smoke going down the wrong pipe.

°   °   °
 Tate and I are watching Sons of  Anarchy in his room, a half-bare mattress 
and a floor littered with Twisted Tea cans.We lie facing each other, hands wrapped 
about the other’s arm. He’s tracing infinity signs into my shoulder. He kisses my 
forehead, my nose, my lips. I’m missing when this was enough.    
 “I’m so happy we’re just simple,” he tells me, before sticking his tongue 
in my mouth. His hands fumble for the elastic band of  my fishnets, I blindly un-
buckle his belt. This is a dance we’ve mastered now, the choreography identical 
every time, as precise as a Broadway performance. He cradles the back of  my skull 
and calls me his “good girl.”
 This is what you’ve always wanted? I think again, but now there is a question 
mark that I can’t shake. The mattress creaks beneath us in a steady rhythm like the 
tattoo of  a spring shower.
 I keep my eyes battened shut though. I’m too busy thinking of  other 
storms.
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In a Corner Café Jen Rouse

It is fair to say
they are still in love
with their old love.
Evident in the way
they still clasp hands
across the table,
wink when insecurity
threatens to settle
with a quiver into
the conversation,
as though one of  them
had chosen the wrong
wine to go with dinner,
and the other only
loved her more for
the mistake. In fact,
it is easy to tell the one
who used to flounder
without the other — 
she is offered a knife
to split dessert, so
as not to have to panic
about the used one beside
her plate; she is given
an extra napkin before
an inevitable spill;
she is the one whose
eyes dart like a trapped
animal’s until they come
to rest on the one who
has saved her, over and
over again, without
a word. The difference now?
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Neither of  them notices.
It is also fair to say,
they have nothing
new to give one another
but resentment
that deepens like red
to maroon in a
monochromatic scale —
that precise, that calculated.
The cut and the blood.
No one at the table
is spared their verbal
sparring. Their companions
watch bewildered at
the spectacle of  two women
vying for a space inside
the other where a space
no longer exists — only
the memory of  that space,
full. Thus every course
of  the meal becomes
the same course; the women
sneer through salad
after salad, never noticing
the wilting lettuce,
the slick oil rivulets
of  dressing flying
from their tongues.
Anything not to admit
dinner ended hours
before, and everyone
else went home. 
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You trap the sun
in endless Ball jars,
line them up like
tiny souls on
the window sill.

Let me tell you:
I have watched
your hands for
witchcraft, weights
and measures
against my breast.

Twin-flamed
alchemist, I have
risen time and
again to again
with you, clenched
in my fists. The sun.

But palm opened
and released, you
seethe at my desire,
rage until I turn
phosphorescent. 

Oh how you forget
so quickly, the perfume
at the nape of
a neck. Come now,
remember: I am always
a chance of  a storm.

A Few Words From
Cleopatra’s Lover Jen Rouse
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My Best Friend Max Josh Zlatkus

 My best friend Max is depressed, he says, but I get it.
 “Alright, buddy,” I say. “Alright.” I pat him on the back. We’re on the way 
to school, it’s January, and I hear that in about a week we might have a snow day.
 “What should I do?” Max asks me.
 “Just gotta hang in there, I guess. What else can you do?”
 “I guess you’re right.” He looks around. “But have you ever been, you 
know…depressed?” he whispers.
 “Sure. All the time.”
 “Really?”
 “Definitely. The key is that you snap out of  it when the time is right.”
 “Oh. That’s…that’s good to hear. I hope that’s what happens to me.”
 “It won’t always be perfect, but if  you play your cards right, it’ll be good 
enough.”
 Yep, I’ve got to give it to him, Max knows what he’s doing all right. It’s 
just terrific timing if  you think about it, it being January and all. Nobody likes a 
depressed person over the summer because there’s just too much other stuff to do, 
but in January people don’t mind it and might even start to identify with you—
good for old Max to start it up so he doesn’t look like a bandwagoner.
 That first day I don’t see him all morning, but I can tell he’s played his 
cards perfectly because by lunchtime he’s already settling in for the long haul, sort 
of  being quiet about being quiet, if  you know what I mean, and not all in your 
face about it. A few of  the people who usually sit with us ask if  anything is wrong, 
but that old veteran merely says he’s fine and moves the conversation somewhere 
else. Well, you can imagine how hard it is to stifle a grin in that moment, when 
you’re in on the ground floor of  something other people don’t know about. Come 
to think of  it, I’m essential to the act, indispensable as his best friend, which is 
good because I was racking my brain all morning for what my angle was going to 
be now that old Maxwell stole the depression card, especially during this time of  
year when, like I said, it’s the perfect time to do it.
 After lunch I don’t see Max until seventh-period shop, but his perfor-
mance there is another job well done, if  you ask me, a real day finished off, be-
cause Mr. Clark spends all this time with him without asking what is the matter, 
which goes to show he’s aware of  something but doesn’t want to blow Max’s cover.
 On the walk home, I pat Max on the back and say, “Alright, buddy, al-
right,” as in “Bravo,” you understand, and eventually he walks towards the woods 
with his shoulders hunched, on his way home.

°   °   °
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 Well, about a week passes, right in the thick of  January, a.k.a. prime-time, 
and Max is gobbling it up for all it’s worth now. And it’s not like I have a problem 
with it or anything—I mean, he’s my best friend and I want the best for him—it’s 
just that he’s playing his cards kind of  flawlessly at this point, and even though I’m 
in on the act I’m not really being recognized for it, like how those guys who make 
the sets or do the lighting for a play don’t quite get recognized until the cast party 
where anything can happen in the closets. But I guess I can’t really fault Max 
because it was his idea, after all, and in this country people get rewarded for their 
innovation.
 And goshdarn it if  Max doesn’t deserve it—I mean, he’s playing his hand 
and people are eating right out of  it! Part of  it’s probably that everyone’s used to 
Max as a happy-go-lucky, but also kind of  shy and polite type of  guy, so I don’t 
think anyone realized how much they like him until he withdrew into this shell 
and now threatens to never come out. So people are coaxing him like you might 
coax a turtle out to play, but good old Max, that graybeard, he’s not letting it get 
the spotlight or anything. I mean, nobody thinks anything’s really wrong with him, 
because once they do the gig is up, it’s front-page news, and Max would have to 
see a shrink or something. And once you see a shrink the whole charade falls in on 
itself. So he does it like a pro, never really letting on what’s eating at him, still smil-
ing and laughing and everything so as to not draw too much attention to himself, 
but…I don’t know, what can I say, the man’s got talent, somehow letting you know 
that all’s not right in his world, only you can’t quite put your finger on it.
 Anyway, like I was saying, Max has been at it for a whole week now, today 
being Monday again, and I already told you I didn’t have a problem with it—I still 
don’t—it’s just that I saw him with Peggy LaRue a little earlier today and, well, 
there’s no other way to put it, she’s the prettiest girl in school and everyone likes 
her. Or at least I do, although I never told old Max-y because I figured he would 
just know, automatic-like since we’re best friends, and plus it’d be too embarrassing 
to have to say it out loud, she being way out of  my league and everything. But now 
apparently she’s good friends with Max, or at least concerned, because I saw her 
beautiful face twisted in worry while Max, that technician, looked down and away 
as if  something was wrong, except he couldn’t tell her.

°   °   °
 Well, all good things come to an end, so they say, and personally I’m on 
the side of  the gods or whatever on this one, remembering the story of  the fellow 
who flew a bit too high and melted his face off. But then again Max is my best 
friend and I sort of  feel for him, because I know he doesn’t mean for it to go like 
this, but I told him—or at least was gonna tell him—how he’s playing his cards a 
little too well, that he should ratchet it down a little. Like how you’ll lose a hand in 
poker, especially in a new crowd, to avoid suspicion and maybe give the other guys 
a little self-confidence that you can take advantage of  later. But I doubt he would 
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have listened to me, behaving as he was, sort of  like one of  these crazed actors who 
is too wrapped up in his role to notice anything going on around him.
 And what’s going on around Max is no good. Sure, people bought in 
hook line and sinker at first, wanting Max to return to the old ways and be the 
happy person he’s always been, but after a while maybe they figured, what’s the 
point?—and gave up. I mean, it’s been another week now and no-one even asks 
Max if  he’s doing alright anymore, as if  they’ve adjusted to his new ways already, 
and I almost laugh thinking about how if  Max came in tomorrow like his old self, 
people would grow worried and ask him what’s wrong. But mostly I’m concerned 
for old Max-o because I haven’t seen him with Peggy LaRue since last Monday, 
and while believe you me I was going to step in if  he took it any further, I still can’t 
imagine the old boy is keeping up the act if  not for her, if  not for some type of  at-
tention.
 In fact, the more I think about it, the more I think Max really has gone 
down the actor’s hole a bit too far, and it seems to me like I’m the only one who 
can get him out, having encouraged him in the first place—sort of  like an agent, 
if  you will—so I decide to have a talk with him on the walk home today. The rest 
of  the day passes and Max keeps his act up, but now on the walk home I come out 
to him:
 “I think it’s time to call it quits, my friend.”
 Max grows tense and looks over at me, frightened. He’s probably afraid 
that I’ll spill the beans. 
 “Do you really think so?” he asks.
 “Don’t worry, buddy,” I say. “I won’t tell anyone. But as your best friend 
I know: this isn’t working anymore. Time to throw in the towel.”
 Max is quiet for a while, and as he is, that snow we were supposed to get 
a week ago decides to fall. Or maybe it’s a new front, come to think of  it. Either 
way Max begins to cry, so I look away to save him some embarrassment. But I 
understand, I really do. Guy gave it a hell of  a shot.
 “To be honest, I’ve been thinking about it for a while now,” he sniffles 
and blows some frost from his mouth, kinda heavy-like. “I’m just—I’m just so 
afraid.”
 “There’s nothing to be afraid of,” I say, “and nothing to be ashamed of, 
either. Crikey, I’m impressed!”
 “You are?”
 “Yeah. To have the courage to pull off a stunt like that. Bravo, my friend.”
 “Well…it’s not done yet,” he says, wiping his nose. But knowing old 
Maxwell as I do, I can tell he’s touched.
 “You’ll be better off for it, trust me,” I reassure him, smiling inwardly at 
being such a good friend, but keeping calm on the outside so as to say, hey, this is 
merely what best friends do, and I know you’d do the same for me.
 We walk a while without saying much, and Max, concerned for his dig
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nity, is trying to keep his crying quiet, which I can understand. It’s sort of  an un-
spoken thing between guys not to cry in front of  each other, but at least I’m not 
gonna watch like it’s a spectacle or anything. Which is why when we reach our part-
ing spot, I draw up my hood and raise my left hand so as to say goodbye, see you 
tomorrow, and don’t worry about crying because if  you’ve got to do it in front of  
someone, you want it to be your best friend.
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Frequent Flyer Sarah Kuntz Jones
 I’ve been here so many times it should count as penance—sitting on syn-
thetic fabric of  spurious cleanliness and breathing cycled air—among the tired, 
the cranky, and the impatient filing on from the jet bridge. As they find their places 
and stow their bags, I chant behind a practiced mask of  indifference—not here, 
please, please, please, no—until the seat next to me is indeed filled by a teacher 
from St. Charles, a businesswoman from Chicago, a high-schooler visiting rela-
tives in order to buy the kind of  prom dress none of  the girls back in Kay-roh have 
ever dreamt of.
 The flight attendants mime the safety procedures while they chat to the 
veteran salesman in the exit row. With any luck I sleep through the polite, “where-
are-you-headeds” and, “what-do-you-dos,” even if  I miss my favorite part of  fly-
ing, watching other planes ascend like graceful birds—although they remind me 
of  that weekend on the river—until that weightlessness of  our own take-off. My 
head has been bobbing in and out of  sleep with the drool on my left shoulder to 
prove it. When the beverage cart approaches, I fully wake. I drink my Diet Coke, 
chew the ice.
 That morning weeks ago we were happy, surrounded by the quiet, the 
green, the water. Then a change in the wind raised goosebumps on our arms. The 
egrets and their great wings skimmed the brown water. The turkey vultures wor-
ried a dead Asian carp on the opposite bank. Your hawk’s gaze missed nothing 
in the shadows that brought the afternoon rain. These images play over and over 
in my head until they are abstracted into shapes and movement, and I fall asleep 
again so as not to have to think.
 The flight attendants come through the cabin, collecting empty cups and 
crumpled napkins before the landing that draws nearer with every air pocket we 
bounce through. I close my eyes, although I won’t sleep anymore, and it feels like 
the plane is spiraling down into the next city like a maple seed. The laziness of  the 
descent—the touch, the embrace of  someone who wasn’t you—disappointed me. 
There were no choices. Simply a path I followed in dumb obedience because he 
was there in the bar, riding in the elevator, kissing me, pressing me against walls. 
He and I could have been any other two people in those grey, steely hotel rooms, 
too weary to say words like stop or wrong. Only later came regret. I never planned 
to tell you. It was already over. But was it the egrets, the vultures, or you that made 
me do it?
 It doesn’t matter now. At last decisions were made. I left him. You left 
me. Now it’s me, Sisyphus, flying from one city today to another tomorrow and 
tomorrow. I count breaths until those rubber wheels touch the ground and the 
brakes engage, relieved that for a moment I am moving toward something instead 
of  leaving it behind.
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Like the Michoacán monarca I flutter above those that are like me serene full of  
life & I wonder when these dark spots like charcoal will disappear, the songs of  
screaming Barbies escapes my lungs & float into this world where hibiscus flowers 
blow behind me as wind carries us both like how time brings another wrinkle on 
my grandmother’s face, but my soul rests on my palm now & like that wild Mexi-
can butterfly my life seems to hang in the air a book in my hand & I stare at the 
row of  taqueros without any care:

Diciembre.

Mexico And Me
Luis Lopez-Maldonado
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After You Die Bae
Luis Lopez-Maldonado

Let’s start with a cliché:
you were my sun,

the depths in your brown eyes
make me uncomfortable, still

& I don’t see my reflection in them,
I don’t see anything at all.
You were my hallelujah,

your bad breath in the mornings
reminds me of  why I loved you,
the way you bit your fingernails

& spit them out’n’up into the blue.
You were calm waves before storm,

& this cold air from winter
reminds me of  you,

of  your Zodiac tattoo
of  your Cancer crab

covering your left nipple.
But now you’re like stale bread

like sour milk, crumbs stuck in the middle
of  our old sofa, the one where you held my hand

in yours, told me you’d die for me
but now there are only frozen images of  us

hung on white walls, some in boxes
cornered in the garage, our wedding suits

somewhere at the bottom—
your scent lingers in this room, still

& the smell of  burning logs,
bunches of  red carnations,
faint smell of  Marlboros,

& your face remains a mystery,
your side of  the closet still empty,
your toothbrush still next to mine.
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Whiplash Russell Rowland

The smell of  exploded airbag
still stinging her sinuses,
rental car unfamiliar, no manual,
reminding her of  cigarettes;

Husband in his recliner,
held by the neck brace, his head
resembling a potted plant,
in his open eyes the accident;

hospital secretaries
at computer stations hitting Send,
long columns off to Medicare
that will return as bills to her—

a little overwhelmed
by this new normal, unforeseen,
she asks their doctor how
a tailgating screech of  brakes

changes everything. He smiles
his knowing doctor smile.
“Try to imagine how fast
a snapped towel travels.”
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The Man in My Teeth
Ally Butler
 The man in my teeth likes to party on Thursdays. I myself  am an early 
sleeper, so I chase melatonin with a glass of  mulled wine. He takes the wine into 
his chalice, the one hand-blown by my girlfriend from undergrad. She died of  a 
brain aneurysm our junior year, but when the man in my teeth asks, I say she’s 
doing well.
 I first met the man in my teeth after my aunt tied twine to a semi-loose 
molar. The man grasped to the tooth’s root, gasping breaths the size of  a dust 
mote. I rammed the molar back in until he had adjusted to the socket and I had 
adjusted to the man in my teeth. Where else was the man to go, so I spent my 
formative years watching Looney Tunes with my mouth agape, holding a juice 
box to the back of  my jaw like an IV drip. When the new molar came in, the man 
in my teeth complied and nuzzled next to a bicuspid. If  you look close enough in 
my middle school photos, you can see him straining to wave through braces and 
rubber bands. When the braces came off, we found that there was barely a gap for 
him to rest. It was a new adjustment, one with many nights of  jaw-thumping R&B 
as the man in my teeth danced across my gumline.
 After the aneurysm, I ripped out an adult molar with my deceased girl-
friend’s knitting needle. The blood pooled in my mouth, and I swished it around 
till my smile was Red Hots, till the man in my teeth held himself  against the raw 
nerve so hard the pressure leached out into my temples and made me wonder if  
perhaps other men resided up there. (I waited, am still waiting, on an answer.) The 
man in my teeth mashed his feet into that nerve for weeks, but the cavity scarred 
over—my record collection depleted—before we could discover the tempo for 
catharsis.
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Good Night, Sweet Ladies 
Tim Keppel
 As Martín sat in the windowless waiting room, thinking about the young 
woman he would see that night, an older woman in a white coat called his name. 
In her office, he handed her the results of  his blood test.
 “What happened to Dr. Lopez?” he asked as she looked them over.
 Dr. Lopez, his previous urologist, was a bald, furry-armed, basso-voiced 
man who would generously apply Vaseline to his plastic-gloved middle finger, ask 
how things were going at his job, and plunge it in.
 “Fiiiiiine,” Martín would croak.
 “He doesn’t work here anymore,” the doctora said.
 Martín felt uneasy about being examined by a woman. But there was 
something about Doctora Paulina, as the receptionist had called her, that put him 
at ease. While at first glance she’d seemed old, he could see now that she was close 
to, if  not exactly, his age, sixty, and that despite the ravages of  time, she was quite 
attractive. She had an engaging voice and expressive, clever eyes. She treated him 
as someone she sincerely wanted to know. In fact, in an uncanny way, she seemed 
to already know him.
 “When was the last time you saw Dr. Lopez?” she asked.
 “It’s been a while.”
 She made a note. “How many times do you urinate at night?”
 “Three or four?”
 “Burning when you urinate or blood in your urine?”
 “No.”
 “Firm erections?”
 Martín remembered that when Dr. Lopez asked him this he would, by 
way of  illustration, raise a clenched fist.
 “I haven’t had any complaints,” Martín said.
 Doctora Paulina regarded him inquisitively, as though trying to read his 
thoughts. There were no photographs on her desk or walls, only her framed de-
grees. And she wore no wedding ring. Her appraising look encouraged him to 
open up.
 “Is this confidential?” he asked.
 She put down her pen. “Absolutely.”
 Martín liked the idea of  doctor-patient confidentiality. Things he’d be 
reluctant to tell a co-worker or even a friend, he could say without consequences. 
Maybe it was because he didn’t want to be just another faceless patient. And 
maybe because he didn’t have a therapist or a priest.
 “Is being sexually active a good thing at my age?” (He almost said “our 
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age.”) “Or is it bad for the prostate?”
 The doctora leveled her gaze. “Actually, studies show that it might be 
beneficial.”
 “Great,” Martín said.
 The doctora smiled.
 And suddenly he was telling her that since his divorce he’d been seeing a 
lot of  women. That he had never enjoyed sex as much as now.
 When the doctora showed no disapproval, he continued.
 “I have to make the most of  the time I have left,” Martín said. “You 
know, last call.”
 The doctora studied him. Was she wondering what he would be like in 
bed? Women tended to like his looks. He had the same body he’d had at twenty, 
though now perhaps a little light in the hams. And he still had all his hair, though 
it was mostly gray.
 She said, “Can you step over here and slip off your pants?”
 Martín flinched. Under other circumstances he wouldn’t have minded 
stripping for her, but in this cold, bright light, would his professed virility be called 
into question? He undressed quickly and lay on the examining table facing the 
wall. As the doctora gloved her hand, he employed the strategy he used whenever 
he got a shot. He pretended he was in the ring with Mike Tyson and braced him-
self  to receive a blow.
 The doctora was no Mike Tyson but she had a strong right jab.
 Pulling up his pants, Martín felt physically reduced.
 At her desk, the doctora typed on a keyboard. “I’m going to schedule a 
biopsy.”
 Martín stifled a gasp.
 “I felt a little…irregularity,” she added, “and I want to be on the safe 
side.”
 An iciness coiled through him and he recalled the precise contours of  her 
finger. Yet her voice had a calming, almost numbing effect. His mind drifted as she 
explained the consent form and the need to arrange for someone to drive him.
 At least, he thought, it was the doctora delivering the news and not the 
sepulchral-voiced Lopez, who never seemed to remember him from one visit to 
the next.
 “Will you be doing the biopsy?” Martín asked.
 “Yes,” Doctora Paulina said, touching his shoulder as she opened the 
door.
 Outside in the sweltering heat, amid the roar of  motorcycles and the 
smell of  coffee and frying dough, Martín tried to shake the surreal quality that 
pulsed around him by reminding himself  that he’d had biopsies of  keratosis spots 
on his skin that had turned out to be benign.
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°   °   °
 Driving home, Martín went back over his exchange with Doctora Pau- 
lina. A part of  him felt he had told her too much. Another part wished he had told 
her more. 
 He had wanted to tell her what was going on in his life. And to explain 
that he was driven not by an overactive libido as much as by an acute desire for 
intimacy. This was a subject he thought about constantly and about which he had 
no one to talk to. He had tried to confide in his brother but, sensing his reproach, 
he had stopped trying. 
 After many years of  monogamy, the last of  which were affectionless, he 
was making up for lost time as well as storing up for the day when the clock ran 
out. He had justified seeing multiple women as a means of  speeding up the process 
of  finding the ideal. But now that multiplicity had become the status quo, he found 
he liked the status quo. It was hard to choose just one woman because he loved 
them all. Maybe only for the fleeting hours he was with them, but it was love. 
 Should he have admitted to the doctora that the women he was seeing 
were young? That he felt like he had discovered the Fountain of  Youth? When he 
was thirty, he had sensed that twenty year-old women viewed him as too old. But 
now, at sixty, they seemed to like him more than ever. Having money seemed to 
help.
 He met them at bars, shopping centers, swimming pools, wherever. Some 
had been to college, others had been held back by early pregnancy and lousy 
men. All of  them were smart, young but experienced, women who’d always been 
desired. Pretty women, sweet women, women you wanted to take care of, women 
you wanted to love. 
 He told them he wasn’t really up for dancing, or movies, or visiting their 
families. Better to make the most of  their time: they met at love motels. He liked 
the clean scent of  the room, the being-on-a-trip feeling, the mini door through 
which room service orders were passed. He liked knowing there were other cou-
ples in the rooms around them, doing the same thing they were doing. And the 
same was happening all over the city. Cali was a city of  motels. 
 He liked the instant intimacy, the talking, the touching, the absence of  
restraints. He liked the flirting, and found that he was good at it, mixing ingratia-
tion and insinuation, sweet-talking them, seducing them with his words. He liked 
getting inside their heads, reading their emotions, knowing how to please them. 
Assuring them that he was different from the other men, who only thought of  
themselves. What he wanted was romance. They would be happy with him, he 
vowed, because he was gentle and generous and made no demands. 
 Tonight was his night with Candela, the beautiful costeña he saw on 
Fridays. She had a face that inspired devotion and a backside like a cauldron. She 
had lived six years on a small island in the Pacific with her husband, that lucky 
devil, for whom she bore three kids and shared a primitive life, coconut palms 
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and breadfruit trees, fresh-caught fish served on banana leaves. An idyllic life, in a 
way, except for the times he would paddle off to the mainland and stay overnight 
with other women. She moved back to Cali, he followed her, got involved in shady 
business, began to live scared, erupt in violence, until the day when he was gunned 
down.
 Martín first saw her one night as he was waiting for a cab. As she was 
hurrying into a house, she saw him watching her. Moments later a window on the 
second floor lit up and she stood there in the glow, gazing down at him. It was like 
a vision. “Hola!” he called up to her just as his taxi arrived. “Can you give me your 
number?” When she stepped away from the window, he felt he’d been rebuffed. 
Then she came back and tossed something out of  the window, a ball of  paper. In 
the taxi, he read: “237-4565 Candela :).” He couldn’t stop smiling.
 Tonight they met at their usual motel, Sol y Luna, close to where she 
lived. The neon sign was like a beacon guiding them to safe harbor.
 Their clothes hung from the same peg. Soft music played. They talked 
with their lips together, flesh on flesh. Shotgun kisses, ice cubes served with tongs. 
Laughing like conspirators who have pulled off a robbery. Saying they were lucky, 
making it into a “we.” The awareness of  another’s breathing, another’s warmth. 
Joined together in the pursuit of  shared pleasure. Reveling in the sensuality, re-
joicing at being alive. Their bodies pressed together, fused. Her long fingers and 
smooth thighs; the sweet smell of  her flesh. His erection like a skyscraper.

°   °   °
 “You’ve got a lot of  nerve, asking me to do this.”
 It was Thursday and Susana, Martín’s ex, was driving him to the clinic.
 “Sorry,” he said. “If  I had someone else to ask, I would have.”
 No response. She still drove almost hugging the steering wheel. Never 
quite confident. Martín had taught her to drive.
 “I remember taking you to the emergency room when you swallowed a 
fish bone,” he said.
 “Long time ago.” She was still pretty when she made an effort. Toward 
the end, she’d stopped caring. Even with her hair, her best feature, lustrous and 
flowing, now with strands of  gray. She was twenty years younger than he but quite 
a bit older than the women he saw now.
 “I didn’t tell Alfredo,” she said, “so I don’t have much time.”
 “How’s Gina?”
 “About the same.”
 “Are she and Alfredo getting along?”
 “They’re trying.”
 They rode in silence, slowed by construction work.
 “What kind of  biopsy is it?”
 “Prostate.”
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 “Oh, I’m sorry.”
 She sounded sincere. And for a moment he felt the old pull. In the early 
years they’d been happy. Ecstatic, in fact.
 “You always wanted to remove my balls,” Martín said. “Surgically.”
 She laughed. It was a line from a movie they’d watched together. That 
was another thing, the humor they’d shared. The inside jokes. What had hap-
pened to all of  that?
 Lying on the examination table in his hospital gown, Martín was pleased 
to see Doctora Paulina. She whispered some soothing words before the anesthesia 
kicked in.
 When he came to, Susana was reading a magazine and jiggling her keys. 
An orderly helped him into a wheelchair with a doughnut pillow in the seat and 
wheeled him to Susana’s car. As she drove, she kept checking her watch. She of-
fered to walk him to his door, but he said he could make it.

°   °   °
 In the next few days, despite the pain in his pelvic area and blood in 
his urine, Martin’s thoughts returned to his amorous pursuits. He wished there 
was someone to talk to about them. Why didn’t his brother or his friends want to 
listen? Were they more puritanical than he’d thought? Were they envious? Had 
they lost their desire or surrendered to complacency? Maybe their professedly 
harmonious marriages weren’t so ideal after all. Or maybe they thought his liber-
tine life wasn’t either. Maybe they thought that for a man his age his behavior was 
unseemly.
 All his life he’d had a confidant with whom he could recount his adven-
tures. It was as if  the events hadn’t happened until he could express them to a 
friend. He missed that. When his friends, his own brother, turned a deaf  ear to 
what was happening in his life, it came as a blow. He was sure that if  the roles were 
reversed he would be interested in their stories, understanding how vital they were 
to them. Yet, shouldering the heavy weight of  their disapproval, he was learning 
to go it alone.
 He had become a man with secrets. All the ideas that were whirling in his 
head, he had no one to share them with…except with his women. Baring his soul 
to them was as satisfying as baring his body. After years in an ossified marriage, 
where he was unable to talk about what really mattered, it was exhilarating. The 
freedom of  it, the unburdening. The gratitude he felt for their interest, their re-
straint in withholding judgment. Compared with his cherished hours of  intimacy 
with them, everything else seemed unimportant. These were the moments when 
he felt most alive, when he felt like his most authentic, most humane, most gener-
ous self. The rest was a sad charade.

°   °   °
 On Thursday, when he went to find out the results of  the biopsy, Doctora 
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Paulina looked even more familiar to him, as if  they shared a secret bond. The 
warmth in her voice aroused a spasm of  longing. It was the first time in decades 
he’d felt drawn to a woman his age.
 Her smile was tight as she leafed through the printouts.
 “I’m afraid…” she began.
 The cancer was quite aggressive. But the good news was it hadn’t spread. 
If  they removed the prostate, he should be cancer-free.
 “But…”
 Seven of  ten men were left impotent. The older you were, the more likely 
it was to occur.
 “And incontinence?” he asked.
 The weight of  it crashed down on him. He didn’t know which he feared 
more: death, or life without sex.
 Doctora Paulina spoke reassuringly. Sex wasn’t only about erections. In 
one’s later years, what mattered most was companionship and understanding. 
 Though patients were waiting outside, Doctora Paulina seemed in no 
hurry. She told him that, like Dr. Lopez, she was unhappy working at that clinic: 
long hours and low pay. She wanted to retire and travel, see the world. Her hus-
band, who’d died the year before, didn’t like to travel. Or drink. They rarely went 
out. He had suffered from depression.
 She asked how long he’d lived in Cali, what he liked about it. When he 
mentioned the Petronio Music Festival, she said she loved it, she went every year. 
Martín could have talked with her for hours.
 “About the operation,” he said finally. “When should I have it?”
 “As soon as possible. Before the malignancy can spread. But I can under-
stand if  you need some time to think it over. Prepare yourself.”

°   °   °
 In the days and weeks that followed, instead of  halting or scaling back 
his night life, Martín accelerated. Besides seeing Candela and the other recent 
ones, he scavenged old numbers from drawers and called them too. Sometimes 
he would see three women the same night, or two at the same time. And to all of  
them he declared his love.
 The nights were glorious, the air charged, his senses acute, his heart full. 
Time became a vast ocean measured by its ebb and flow, its surge and crescendo. 
Rising from the bed naked and jubilant, standing at the window, surveying the 
twinkling lights of  the sprawling city, he didn’t know whether to shout for joy or 
weep at the thought of  having to come down from his pinnacle.
 If  he had the operation, all this would end. No more amorous encoun-
ters and the intervening days of  delicious recollections and urgent yearnings, the 
spring in his step, the swelling of  his self-image. He would be, once again, alone. 
Even if  he were to convince one of  them to live with him, it would be unfair to 
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both. A steamy young woman deprived of  sex? And he with the daily temptation 
of  a sumptuous body he couldn’t have? 
 What he needed was a woman his own age. Someone who understood 
his neutered state and was willing to accept it. Someone with whom he could dedi-
cate himself  to other pursuits, such as books, movies, travel. No more late-night 
carousing. No more heavy drinking, just a glass of  wine before retiring early. No 
more poolside tanning; they’d protect their skin, stay pale. Use big, floppy hats, 
beach umbrellas. They’d adhere to a healthy diet: steamed vegetables, fresh fruits, 
whole wheat bread. Lots of  fiber, carrot juice. They would take walks around the 
park, accompany each other to their doctor’s visits.
 They would discuss the day’s news, donate to good causes, go on ecologi-
cal tours, take up gardening. There would be no sex but lots of  hugs and cooing 
and cuddling. He would not be aroused by her body but neither would he be 
repulsed by it. Her sagging breasts and cellulite would inspire compassion. Her 
menopause would inspire camaraderie. He wouldn’t have to worry about a young 
woman feeling obliged to witness his decay, miss out on the pursuits of  the young, 
endure the whispers when they appeared in public, take care of  and ultimately 
bury him. With a woman his age, they could face the end together, fully commit-
ted, their lives a sweet, sad vigil.
 It was time, Ponce de Leon, to end the search for the Fountain of  Youth.

°   °   °
 When he called the clinic to ask for an appointment, the receptionist said 
the doctora no longer worked there.
 “Is there a way to contact her?”
 “She doesn’t work for Salud Colombia.”
 Martín searched frantically on the Internet. He called Information, 
checked with the hospitals. Nothing.
 He was angry at himself  for waiting so long. Three months had passed, 
four. What had happened to her? Was she sick? Had she retired and traveled to 
Europe? 
 What should he do? Call Dr. Lopez? Someone else? He didn’t want a 
doctor who only treated his physical illness. He didn’t need a mere physician, but 
a metaphysician as well. Someone who could treat his body but also his soul.
 Another month passed. Martín wondered what was happening inside 
him. He was attentive to the frequency and pressure off his urination, the firmness 
and duration of  his erections. But he had no one with whom he could speak of  his 
worries. 
 Somehow his illness seemed permanently linked to Doctora Paulina. She 
was the one who had broken the news, who had counseled him on how to cope 
with it. One day he went to the clinic and questioned everyone he saw: doctors, 
nurses, receptionists. Finally one of  the nurses gave him a number.
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 “Hi,” he said. “It’s Martín Lenis.”
 A pause. “Oh, yes.”
 She said she wasn’t practicing anymore. She had retired.
 He told her he’d been thinking about her, remembering her counsel. Was 
there a way he could see her?
 She said she no longer had an office.
 “You see,” Martín said, “I’ve decided to have the operation.”

°   °   °
 On the scheduled day, Susana drove him to the clinic. The cloudless sky 
was a stunning blue. The venders outside sold salpicón and buñuelos. A woman 
swaddled a newborn baby, an old man shuffled along with a walker. Everything 
appeared to be in high definition.
 As he lay gowned and shaved on the operating table, the anesthesiologist 
applied the injection. Anxious to see the doctora, Martín fought the effects. He 
wanted to tell her about the changes he’d been going through, the evolution of  his 
thinking. He wanted to hear her opinions, seek her advice. Find a way of  getting 
closer to her, seeing how they fit. 
 At last she appeared, bathed in a benevolent light, accompanied by soft 
music, a chorus of  angels. He heard his voice, faint and slurred, murmur the 
words, only half  in jest: “Into your hands I commend my spirit.”
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Entering Sandwich
Matthew Spireng
“Entering Sandwich,” the sign says
along Route 6 on Cape Cod, and I
chuckle to myself  as I think of

enormous slices of  bread I’ll be trapped between,
wondering if  it’s peanut butter and jelly
or, given the proximity of  the ocean,

tuna fish. “Entering Sandwich,” and
no sign I notice that says “Leaving Sandwich,”
so I suppose I am trapped, in a way, having

entered somewhere I know, intellectually,
I have left, but which, imaginatively,
I still inhabit, wondering if  it’s white or rye.
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At the Toll Booth Gus Peterson

An old woman leans
her scarf-bound skull to
the cold pane of  winter.

Bowing low in her seat,
she wraps the pale moon
of  her life while the day

settles in a billow of  stars
and her husband presses a coin
to a palm white as bone.
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Spring Noir Gus Peterson

Startled into grey dawn,
for a moment you lie nameless,
John Doe toes sticking up
from a tangle of  white sheet.
Then, like the rain
falling softly from the eaves,
life drips back into
the opened vein of  your mind –
how it was that dolls and jazz
slipping its boozy arm
around your heart at night
became a shadow wreathed
in the breath of  street vents,
the voice uttered from mouths
of  dark alley, a river of  fedora
coursing soaked streets,
pulled low so no one ever
solves the case.
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Girls Eating Fruit
in the Afternoon Carl Boon
Because it has fallen, because
they are too young to fall, mourn,
know what it means to wake hungry.
Because they are here, witnesses
to the mountains, edges of  shadow
under the elm trees, unwary.
If  we watch, we watch as parishioners
as the priest prepares the Eucharist,
turns to forces only he can feel.
A bit of  awe, a bit of  not understanding.
Now something in the distance
makes them laugh, quickens
their hands, their courage. Or a leaf
lands on a nearby chair, yellow
and seasoned all summer imperceptibly.
How good it is, they do not say,
eating fruit in the afternoon
as the rest of  us note the loss of  an hour.
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Aubade as Rapunzel
Hannah Calkin
I’ll escape to my tower on horseback,
Maybe a dappled horse, a noble one
From which I’ll see flowing springs
For the last time, their banks lined with
Violet bellflowers, herbs, and willows.
I’ll lock myself  away this very morning
And behold forever the gleam of
Sunrise from a tall, narrow window
Framed with sturdy beechwood.

Here will I busy myself  with painting
Roses and glowing stars in the sky.
Here will my only trouble
Be my hair: weighed-down curls
That reach beyond the mile-high
Drop of  the tower.

Here, will no man, like you, with
Pre-rehearsed song masking false intent
Scale the aged bricks to win my heart.
No gallant Prince cradling a violin
In one arm and gripping a broadsword
In the other will captivate me with
A graceful bow or an innocent extension
Of  his hand, and even if  one should wish to dare
The climb, I’ll leave the surrounding gate
Fastened tight with indescribable iron
Shrouded in fog that won’t give way to light.

I’ll lock myself  away so I may awaken each morning
From a dream of  you wandering through
Thickets of  brambles with thorns
Catching and tearing your fingers that
Once roamed over the soft skin of  my
Neck and shoulders, searching for the tower,
Seeking relief  from a dried-up river.
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Girlhood Hannah Calkin

During my teenage years I lost
My belief  in Fairy Tales and pixie dust
But came to see myself  as Persephone:
Legend of  beauty, freedom, and imprisonment.
A dynamic dichotomy of  all sorts.
Daughter to Demeter. You know,
My mother, the prolific goddess, bearing
Corn from dawn till the sun retired
Behind the meadow’s horizon, waving
To me as I shout back a promise to return
With fresh flowers of  golden and rose hue
In each of  my tender hands.
      But what if
I didn’t return?
An odyssey cut short by the seduction
Of  pomegranate wine. A date
Above the land where the dead
Wander gray fields,
Or a winter behind bars. Would she give an
Ultimatum to bring me back? Neglect crops
Until I return? Roam the countryside
And leave it barren in her careless wake?
In this manner she and I are as one,
Caught in this trial that is girlhood
Where we can’t escape.

In this season between girlhood
And womanhood, where the chance of  me
Escaping is ever increasing, she is constant
As the monument built to honor her.
Gazing skyward, arms extended, revealing
To the heavens a countenance weathered
With lines and shadow.
Waiting like the stem
For the Narcissus to blossom,
Tilting her ear towards the hardened ground,
Listening for laughter
And footsteps racing unrestrained.
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A Book to Read John Robinson

For Billy Collins

New ones with a scent of  fresh ink,
cardboard backing, slick, multi-colored covers,
always hold the promise of  possibility.
No other eyes have seen those words.
They’re yours forever until outgrown,
until significance no longer rings from custom type-set.
The wear a book takes becomes signs of  another’s consciousness;
flea market racks and yard sale boxes,
endless people pilfering volume after volume.
Others, a coarseness of  cloth, woven threads frayed at corners,
worn almost completely through at cover’s edge, the size of  a human thumb.
That musty smell, the weight of  so much heft,
names, scrawled images in boredom,
phrases that have no meaning inside cracked flaps.
Though, a book to read seems more personal;
texture, feel of  paper, some thin as Bible pages.
In a used, poetry textbook, I found the words,
“18th pale descendent” and the sign of  Psi in one page’s margin.
Sometimes words are further in,
on the ends of  pages that readers must decipher.
Once, there was a verse:
“I will take my colors back. It is not fair that I must lack
what makes my existence. I shall again fuse strength and persistence.”
Meaningless names and phrases, some,
faded beyond recognition.
You never know what you’ll find.
If  you like the thought, there is a romance of  that text,
an understanding lives like no other wrought.
Books thrown out become the ones you read with careful eyes.
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Penny for Your Thoughts
Keith J. Clark
 “How much for a drink?”
 “One piece.”
 The man smiled. Low price tags were always nice, especially for a 
writer. He took out his wallet, the pen from behind his ear, and scribbled down a 
few words. Stopped. Thought. Nodded faintly and handed it over.
 The bartender read it over.
 “This is good. You a writer?” he said, pouring a beer.
 “You could say that.”
 “Must be nice…” He topped off the drink and slid it across the counter. 
“Spend all your time printing money. I wouldn’t be here if  I could do it. I don’t 
have that kind of  creativity.”
 “It’s not like I can just get rich off it in an afternoon.” The man took 
a sip. Cool. Crisp. It went down like honey. “The well runs dry after a while. 
Enough for a drink or two is nothing, sure, but after a few hours, I’m out.”
 “Huh.”
 “You?”
 “Oh, I don’t write. I collect. I keep getting pieces I like too much to 
spend. Puts me in a real rut sometimes.”
 “Yeah. This whole idea’s weird. Money like this means more than what 
it can buy…”
 “I’ll take it over green presidents any day.”
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Dive Phoebe Shaw

 I used to try to lie at the bottom of  my Grandma’s in-ground pool, main-
ly because I took the phrase “sleep with the fishes” literally. I wanted to practice 
for the real thing, out in the ocean where I would sink as far as the water did to 
the deepest parts of  the abyss to see what no one had ever seen. I would find giant 
squids and the long-extinct Megalodon shark hiding in a deep trench. I watched 
The Blue Planet obsessively, and I understood that the human body would explode 
(or something) if  you went far enough down in the ocean, but I had this idea that 
if  I just practiced, I could do it. I could do anything I wanted. I would prove that 
ancient creatures still existed.
 My mom didn’t get it, my love for this idea of  exploring deep sea caves 
and seeing what animals lived down there that no one — not even The Blue Planet 
— had seen. So I practiced alone, spending the summer afternoons at Grandma’s 
house while mom was at work, my skin constantly pruned and smelling of  chlo-
rine.
 “Have you grown gills yet?” Grandma pretended to inspect behind my 
ears one day, her brows furrowed in concentration. Her dyed black hair reflected 
an almost blueish color like a crow’s feather, and I wondered if  she wanted to be 
able to fly like them too.
 “Well, have I?” I asked, bending my head further to the side so she could 
get a closer look.
 “Not yet, I’m afraid. Some day soon!” Grandma patted the top of  my 
head and smiled, the wrinkles on her face deepening around her eyes and mouth. 
Her skin up close looked smooth and had darkened to an olive tan, and the freck-
les on her nose were pronounced brown speckles that my mom said would turn 
into cancer if  she didn’t wear a sunhat more often.
 “I don’t think fish like chlorine much, anyway, so it’s for the best,” I said, 
retying my hair in a low bun at the nape of  my neck.
 “Right, you are.” She winked and rose to her feet. I could hear her soft 
grunt and the crack of  her knees at the effort, but her smile stayed. I watched her 
walk to one of  the lounge chairs by the pool and thought if  I ever grew to be as 
old as she was, I’d have to reach my goal of  deep diving into the ocean long before 
my joints creaked and groaned like hers did. Grandma kicked off her sandals and 
stretched her legs out on the lounge chair, and I realized maybe people couldn’t go 
too deep in the ocean without exploding because they were too old. I didn’t want 
to hurt Grandma’s feelings so I didn’t share my revelation with her — after all, it’s 
not like she could help being old and she seemed to like it, anyway.
 I strutted over to the diving board on the deep end, ignoring the hot con-
crete that poked its uneven bumps into the wrinkly, chlorine-cracked skin of  my 
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heels.
 “Grandma, gimme a drumroll!” I yelled. She thumped her palms on the 
wooden arms of  the chair. I joined in by slapping my hands on my stomach, my 
damp bathing suit amplifying the slaps. I lifted my arms over my head and bent 
my knees and dove into the deep end, my skin sighing as the cool water washed 
the sweat off my back. I kicked myself  to the bottom and set the timer on my wa-
terproof  wristwatch.

°   °   °
 I spent that summer practicing holding my breath underwater every pos-
sible day I could. The day I beat my record, Grandma was inside the house taking 
a nap while I went out to the pool by myself. I knew I wasn’t supposed to, but I 
could handle myself. Mom was coming to pick me up after she got out of  work in 
a little bit so I thought I could go in one last time before going home. Mom would 
be mad if  she knew I was in the pool by myself, but I was eight for cripes’ sake. I 
could handle myself.
 Before I got in I breathed deeply, in through my nose and out through 
my mouth, for a minute. Deep, slow breaths expanded my skinny frame, and I 
watched my blue bathing suit stretch with my ribs. I jumped into the deep end 
and propelled myself  down not head first, but butt first. I moved my limbs like a 
squid’s, propelling my body back-first away from the surface with my four limbs 
undulating in unison. I felt my back tap against the bottom of  the pool and I 
looked down at my watch and tapped the timer button. Now I waited.
 The water reflected the sun onto my goggles, and my constant motion 
to keep me flush to the bottom of  the pool kaleidoscoped the beams around the 
pool like schools of  fish glinting when their scales caught the light. The water was 
colder than usual, but I didn’t care. In the deep sea, it was negative like a million 
degrees, so I’d have to get used to it. I wondered if  squids got cold, or if  they even 
knew what cold was when the entire ocean was cold down there. They didn’t talk 
about that on The Blue Planet. My watch passed the minute mark and I smiled, the 
bubbles popping out between my teeth and rising to the surface. I was so close. I 
wondered how long a squid could hold its breath on land, or would they explode 
too when they rose to the surface like old people did when they went too far down?
 A shadow appeared at the edge of  a pool, and I recognized my mother’s 
blonde hair floating around her darkened figure, a sunhat looming over her figure 
like a scarecrow’s. Through the water I heard her screams, muffled like those old 
Charlie Brown cartoons.
 I looked at my watch: 1:31, 1:32, 1:33 — my mother jumped in the pool 
with me, sent the imaginary fishes scurrying around us.
 1:34
 Her arms outstretched towards me as she kicked, purely human.
 1:35
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 Her hand gripped my wrist with the watch, but still I could see the num-
bers on its face.
 1:36
 We propelled upwards, and the jolt made me involuntarily gasp, and the 
chilly water rushed into my lungs.
 1:37
 We shot out of  the water, me spluttering but still smiling despite all the 
commotion. It was as if  my mother had gained some inhuman strength to launch 
me out of  the pool onto the concrete siding. Grandma stood there, her hands cov-
ering her mouth in unprecedented shock. My chest burned and my nose gushed 
snot and water and the force of  my coughing brought forth my lunchtime hotdog, 
but I did not explode.
 “What is wrong with you! You know you’re not supposed to be in the 
pool alone. What if  you drowned?” Mom was hysterical, makeup blurring around 
her eyes and she gripped my wrists to try to tug me forward. Grandma bent down 
to thump her hand on the center of  my back as I coughed, and I could not under-
stand the fear on their faces.
 “1:37!” I said.
 “What?” Her voice cracked. She looked between Grandma and me.
 I pulled my arms from her hands and tapped my watch. “One minute 
and thirty-seven seconds. I would have gone longer if  you didn’t jump in!”
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Garlic Harvest Andrew Kruse-Ross

Photos have a way of  creeping up on you,
placing the lines under the lens. Some things
are best left to the shoebox, best forgotten
while we tend the beds. That’s what grief  does;

its clapper pulled along the ribcage echoes
in the deep dark that once kept us breathing.
Breathing for tomorrow with all its assuredness
and promise. How to trust a world held together
with thread? Keep tilling. The lament is softened

when our hands work the clay. Fingers unremitting
in their pulling of  purslane. We meet the harvest halfway
and so it meets us despite much summer rain. Our soiled
knuckles betray our living days but still hold the cloves
married tautly in their purple skins perfectly.
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Marriage vs Infinite 
Space David Rodriguez

I’m never replacing my shoes.
These blue vegans may have
hallux holes and squeak, may
stay wet for days and seam-split
before I’ve worn the soles all the
way, but their reliability is enabling.
In them, I’m lenticular clouds high,
then Stratos, thermosphere and new
car. 300 miles up, there’s no baked
Alaska, but all of  the feeling of
eating it. The shoes slip on, my
toes slow-curl into fetal position,
my heart slows. The new ones
my wife bought can stay under
the bed, box-shut and stuffed
with paper. How many times
have I said I don’t need them?
It’s not about need, she claims.
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To Insecurity in Sexuality
Faith Diaz
She sat in class the first day.
Black choker, red hair licking her
neck like flames only attempting to
be contained with a single black hair tie.

As my eyes landed on her body,
She oozed sex from her hip
And salvation in the way her waist connected to them maybe,
it was in the way she turned around and looked up at me;
blue eyes gliding over my face like the clouds moving in the sky,
and her smile always followed:

It started on the right side
and dashed across her face like a lightning strike,
Standing too close would sear it into memory.

Her name was Eden,
“Yes, like the garden,”
she’d say.

She was god’s curse-wrapped-lesson
just for me.

Soon, she was everywhere
my thoughts ran to before my mind
could catch its breath enough to follow.
I would have reached up into the universe,
pulled down the sun, and cast the world into eternal darkness Just
to have her brush against my leg as she walked past.

And to this day, I know the moment she had my heart —
In the girls’ locker room, she was standing in front of  me
discussing how acid was perfect for unlocking the truths of  the soul,
Just like that she sucked me
in: she stirred up hunger like I stirred my coffee in the morning,
love like it was a new concept, and passion like I was the question and
she was my answer.
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I gave myself  over for her devour.
The destruction she caused to my conscience
made the devil envious.

The problem was, I was a quiet bisexual girl at the time;
Confident in everything except myself.
Eden could make the weather change for her.

So I studied and played all of  her games:
when she wanted me to look at her, I gazed;
when she wanted me to tell a story, I performed;
when she wanted me to get high with her, I inhaled, deep,
licking the taste off of  my lips wishing it was her instead.

And one night that was my plan,
to stay with her
until the world realized
it would never be the same;

Until we both realized we were damned.

We stood in a smoky, crowded, college apartment
And like I saw her do with others; she turned towards me, flipped
her candy apple red hair to the right, licked her pink lips, and
chose me.

But I was a quiet bisexual girl at the time,
out of  touch and practice.
And when she asked me if  she would be coming home with me,
my mind caught ahold of  my thoughts too late,
the alcohol seeped into my throat and took my voice box hostage,

I froze.

I just wanted to be sure,
that my thoughts were clear enough to remember when I placed her,
expectantly, in my lap, legs wrapped around my side
and carried her into my dorm room.

Wanted to be sure, that when I placed my hands on the small of  her back,
where her grey jacket ended and before her black jeans began,
I touched it just lightly enough to make her shiver,
Wanted to be sure, that she remembered what it meant
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to give herself  over to Faith.

As these images fought for 1st place in my imagination,
In my hesitation and silence, my uncertainty,
She Left.

I should have held you, Eden.
I should have given you the moon.
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My Lips are Cold Against 
the Night Willy Doehring
my lips are cold against the night
they want language like birds but all the songs
have flown too far south

I cannot see the stars
the wind it is too
loud it pulls every limb
it bangs against my eyes
it is a wolf  clenched in the chubby hands of  a baby
named God

he does not yet know the difference
between play and pain

I want to know
how the trees can be so calm
their bony arms stretched too wide
leaves dripping
from their open wrists
as they whisper amongst themselves,
 is it really autumn if  you cannot see the colors?
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If Life is a Song Willy Doehring

if  life is a song
I am nearly twenty-two years of  white noise and advertisements for pants
tailor-made for tall skinny boys who disguise themselves
as men

sometimes when you are driving in the dark
and you turn the knob just right
you can hear

absolutely nothing
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My Toes Curl Around
A Blade of Grass  Willy Doehring

and I wonder how such a common thing can exist without ever being told that it 
is not special, that there are millions of  blades of  grass just like it, that it is barely 
a strand in the ragged tapestry of  my front lawn and that is all it can ever be, that 
is all it will ever be and now I want to scream at this blade of  grass just so that it 
knows but when I open my mouth my tongue cannot wrap around the words so 
instead I reach down and rip it from the earth and watch it die, silent against my 
skin
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Waking John Thomas Wetmore

At the Sunken Garden Poetry Festival
she listens as Billy Collins’
dull drawl wrestles
with a birdsong orchestra
rosining their syrinxes
in the maple trees
after the storm.

When the rain came,
Billy snagged a spot
beneath the penumbra
of  a painted gazebo,
but she stayed put,
pulled her pink
windbreaker tightly
around her brittle
body, and with
a stubbornness only
age can earn—
endured.

Collins is her favorite:
the most palatable
and sensible of  poets—
a reputation he reaffirms
as he pauses after
a stanza about death
to admit that birds
sing most beautifully
after it rains.

And so it’s almost
too cruel to watch
as the dampness
in her clothes,
the birds, the sun,
and Billy
all collude to carry her
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off to sleep.

Worse still to watch
her wake like an ember
that has drifted
from a campfire
and pretend not
to have missed a word—
a dull sense washing
over her that her sleep
was only a moment
of  dancing in air
like a firetail
before touching down
on dampened earth.
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Enigma Duncan Gamble

i am sitting on the hill in front of  my
old high school with dead green lilac
proust said about tragedy
you are the way flowers
glow in the leftbehinds of
a rainstorm at dusk in a small
town in southern vermont you have
never heard of  the way these clouds
move         & can
 i love you when i don’t know
 who you are
 secrets weighting thoughts on the end
 of  my tongue so longingly waiting behind
 my teeth to meet your own warm
 velvet reminded of
  you sucking lemon drops i shared with you
  watching poetry in a crowded
  theatre from behind
i am in love with you &
can i say this can i call
it love when i don’t know who
you are like clouds kissing the mountains
         & can
 i say it is love when i look into
 puddles & don’t see your face even
 when i want to & can
  i love you even when i
  don’t know how to say i
  don’t actually smoke i
  don’t really inhale secrets
  i hold on my tongue like
 anxious lemon dew waiting to meet
 you & me in the rain under an
 archway murmuring forgotten dialects
i miss you & want
a cigarette so i can breathe
closer to you. can i
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Like a Lord Under the 
Breeze of Waving Palms
Edmund Sandoval

Is there ever a time to think of  poetry? Of  poets? Of  the rivers of  the delta? There 
are no pyramids in Southern Illinois. Yet, Cairo. She called. She came over. The 
glasses were warm, the drinks. There wasn’t any ice. We put the glasses aside, 
settled them in the floor, foot of  the bed. After a time, we got up. We weren’t tired. 
We watched the sunset from the bedroom window. We had another and talked 
about air conditioning. We talked about anything. Forests. Myanmar. The animal 
kingdom. Charismatic mega fauna. Affairs. The rough and rush and tumble. The 
windows were open and bugs flailed against the screens. Dust heaped at the cor-
ners in gray fuzzy clouds. I thought of  driving in my father’s car in the summer 
and basking in the air like a lord under the breeze of  waving palms. We seemed 
always to be driving south. We never walked anywhere. Such luxury and expanse. 
She said she was hungry. She said she was almost drunk. I opened a bag of  corn 
chips and we shared them sitting on the edge of  the bed. I put on my shorts. The 
sun filtered down. The windows of  the city filled with light. The curtains suffused 
with damp color, shifted slightly with the weak efforts of  the fan. Covered cough 
of  wind. It is good to speak. I told you of  my favorite poem. The one where ev-
erything is on fire. The world, the trees, the wolves and spiders, ourselves. Yes, you 
said.
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Notes on Emptiness
Audrey Gidman

i am not waxing poetic over a juniper tree

in the twilit hour the grass cries lavender smoke

everything dies a little—everything goes

a moth with rubbed wings; wrong kind of  clean

the window is god saying Look

i don’t know how to run faster than rain

i don’t know how to bleed that way
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Dear Woman Audrey Gidman

this is how you stand
so your thighs don’t
touch. elbows back.
tailbone tilt. this
is how you swing
your hips. this is
how you smile so
he knows you are
listening. say please.
say yes. this is how
be still when his
fingers find your knee.
this is how move
into it. move into it.
this is how stay calm
stay smile so he knows
you are listening. stay
yes. stay laugh. this is how
to fight the yes to run.
this is how to trust. say
yes i trust you. yes you
seem nice enough. stay
pretty stay smile. this
is how to say your knuckles
pink when they say
white. this is how to
speak without moving
your tongue. this is how
to hide. this is how to
hide. this is how to be
a good passenger.
when his fingers find
you lidless stay sweet.
stay opened up stay
tongue split in two.
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You Know Nothing
Thomas L.Winters

You know nothing
about the snowfall
the coming blackness, or
the silver rain bolts spying

You know nothing
of  fur coat hearts in limbo
their given breaths now ghosts
their only witnesses
amidst the cracking lonely curbs
and glass walls bearing pictures
promises of  summer
imbecile ideas
when a minute feels
like years

You know nothing
of  the sunlight sighing
fleeing from eves of  snow shreds
sparring above
the untouched ice hills
incessant hectic underlings
on the orders of  chaos
jarring, blanching the night air
even the largest
star unseen

You know nothing
about the city
the benches not for sitting
nothing pretty
the people off to work
wax figurines
no smiles to embalm
just fibreglass legs and
nitrogen eyes, the buildings
all dumb destinations
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temporary furnaces
a spot to scrape your shoes
You speak of  cold, cold
so ungodly cold, but

You know nothing
about dying
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Forgetting Savannah Leigh
 The two old men stood at the corner where Briar Avenue met Second 
Street. Bickering, they hovered over a phone, the faint glow of  a maternity shop’s 
window display washing over them.
 “I’m pretty sure it’s this way,” Bernie said, jerking his thumb over his 
shoulder. Shops stretched down either side of  the street, each more or less identi-
cal to those beside it.
 Al squinted at his phone, his liver-spotted hand clutching it like a tighter 
grip would make the directions clearer. “I don’t think that’s what Siri’s saying.”
 Bernie sighed, muttering under his breath. He took off his glasses and 
rubbed them clear with the bottom of  his sweater. As he righted them on his face 
again, he looked up at the sky, gray clouds looming over the tops of  the buildings. 
“Does Siri know it’s gonna start raining soon?”
 “That’s not part of  the navigation app.” Al swiped at the gray hair peek-
ing out from his cap, still examining the phone screen.
 “Al, we’ve been here plenty. Some of  the shops are different, sure, but we 
don’t need Siri to get us there.”
 “But Julie’s been worried about me. That’s why she got me this thing, you 
know that.”
 “Well did she teach ya how to use it? Because if  Siri doesn’t hurry up, 
we’re gonna miss Julie’s rehearsal dinner.”
 “Calm down, we’ll be fine.”
 Bernie looked down Second Street. Darkness was beginning to fall over 
the sidewalk as the rain clouds advanced. The streetlamps flickered on.
 Al took a few steps forward, then stopped again, grumbling at the phone.
 “Why don’t we just call Julie and ask for directions.”
 “No, no. She’s far too busy,” Al replied.
 “Tracey, then.”
 “She’s helping Julie.”
 “Someone!” Bernie shouted. He paused, took a deep breath, and tried 
again, calmer. “One of  your children or grandchildren will answer the phone—
I’m sure they’re all there, wondering where you are.”
 “Siri says we’re only five minutes away.”
 Bernie shoved his palms toward Al, then toward the stretch of  sidewalk 
in front of  them, then allowed his arms to fall to his sides with an exasperated sigh. 
“Al, we’d be five minutes away if  we were moving.”
 “I know that.” Al tapped at the screen. “Siri, which direction do we go?”
 They stared at the screen, awaiting Siri’s response.
 Bernie grumbled. “This isn’t getting us anywhere. I’m going this way.” 
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And he turned down Second Street, now nearly the distinct orange of  poorly-lit 
night.
 Al turned and grabbed at Bernie’s arm. “You can’t just leave me alone!”
 Bernie faced Al again, finally able to look into his old, clouded eyes. 
“Then come with me.”
 Al shuffled to where Bernie stood, then returned his gaze to the phone. 
“Siri doesn’t think this is right.”
 Bernie’s shoulders slumped, and he gritted his teeth together. “Which 
way does Siri think we should go?”
 Al brought the phone to just a few inches away from his face and squint-
ed hard. Finally, he lowered it to his side and frowned. “I don’t know.”
 Bernie released his clenched jaw and stared at his friend. He watched 
panic well up in Al’s eyes, the way it always did when Al started to forget.
 Al looked at the buildings around him, forlorn. His breathing picked up, 
growing more rapid. His arms went limp, and the phone slipped from his fingers 
and clattered against the pavement.
 Bernie scooped up the phone and dusted away the shattered pieces of  
screen, then slid it into his pocket. He gently placed his hand on Al’s arm.
 Al jumped and turned toward Bernie, frightened.
 “It’s okay, Al. It’s just me.”
 “Where are we?”
 “We’re on the way to your granddaughter’s rehearsal dinner.”
 “Julie?”
 Bernie nodded.
 “She gave me a phone to help get us there.”
 Bernie looped his arm around Al’s, linking them together. “We’re almost 
there, buddy. Just come with me.”
 Al reached his free arm across his chest and clutched Bernie’s hand, and 
slowly, they walked.
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Caught Up in You Michaela Zelie
My fingertips were convincing enough in the debate of  whether or not you were 
here with me. So convincing in fact, that even in your physical absence they tin-
gled like phantom limbs. I wonder if  you were ever actually here.

I want to write you out. You never belonged in the spaces you had called home 
but never had stayed long enough to take your boots off. You don’t belong inside 
of  the pages that belong to me, and yet, on most days, I don’t know how to write 
about anything other than the ways my heart has broken. She told me, “I’m angry 
he gets to live here.” Holding the pages in a clenched fist resembling the one I felt 
in my midsection.

I straddled your lap, begging for a closeness that we both knew was never attain-
able. We fucked anyways. In the grey morning light, I foolishly took your hand and 
pulled you between the pages of  my favorite poetry book. Your blank stare and 
bored mouth reminded me that we were good when the sex was.

The sweat and spit hadn’t even dried when your naked body stood above me, 
phone in hand, to text your next girlfriend, that you were “at a party with poor 
reception, [you’d] talk tomorrow.” I know because I checked while you grabbed 
your sixth, or maybe seventh beer. I unlocked your phone with my birth year and 
yours and even then I thought I still had you.

In the four years that my hand was pressed to yours, I never realized how little I 
gave to the pen, or to myself, or to anything besides you. I woke up at four am to 
make you lunches and coffee, I made sure your clothes were washed and folded. 
I left my books to collect dust in the hopes that I would remain attractive to you.

In retrospect I realize that in all of  my writing, I only wrote about you lovingly 
once.
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Boxes Michaela Zelie

12pt. Font 1in. Margins
Times New Roman,  st-
aple  in  the  left  corner,
Name    in    the    right.
 
What is your opinion?
Write what the profes-
sor   wants    to    hear. 
everyone is individual.
 
You  write  to   create
But  you  can’t   rem-
ember the  last   thing
your  hands  were   p-
roud of. What are you
(we) doing here?
 
I  am  asked “to  treat
this  class  as  if   it  is
my  only  one.” I  am
asked “to make  sure
I  am  taking  care  of
myself  ” I  am  asked
“to  please  be   more
present.”  I  respond

“when?”

Submit,  submit,  sub-
mit,   submit,   submit.
Even  the  rejection l-
etters   mean  someth-
ing. All that matters is
to just keep submitting
You  aren’t improving
unless  someone  sees
what they want in you. 
You chose this,  right?
This  isn’t   something
you choose. It chooses.

They told me that it
“made sense.” that I
Was  “into” that “ar-
tsy stuff.”  They ask-
ed “when  I  planned
to start making mon-
ey.” I  try  to  explain
that  this  isn’t just  a
hobby,  they  smile, 
equivalent to the one
saved for a child mu-
ch too old  to believe in 
Santa. I’ll grow out of  it.
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My grandmother told
Me it was weird that
I hadn’t gone through
“A pink phase, every
little girl does.”  So  I
changed  every  throw
pillow    and   blanket,
And asked for ever-
ything “normal little
girls” would want.
 
Normal girls grow
up and have child-
ren  and  get  a job
but also stay home.
Get married. And
also  live  indepe-
ndently. I should
be dating, but also
“finding myself.”

You will never be in the 
1% but  you  should  try.
For the sake of  the Uni-
versity.   For   godsake,
don’t make us more of
a mockery. Why aren’t

you trying?

I’m  asked to  step into
boxes,  societal,  syste-
matic,  structured I am
asked  to  write  about
what  I  am  passionate
about I am asked to fo-
llow the prompt please.

I’m  wondering  when
The sign on my back
Read, ‘please tell me
how   I   can  change.’
 
Everything  is too  tight. 
I am clawing  at the  in-
Sides of  a box societies 
idea   of    who   I   should
be.   Buried    under   the
expectations   of    school
and family. I am  stu-
dent, employee,  care-
giver  and person. They 
tell me “you are a person  
first” and yet the box 
is still  around  me, the 
person is outside  of  it.
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Nothing to See Here
Chris Topper 
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Contributor’s Notes



Janet Cannon is a graduate of the University of Iowa. Her po-
ems have been published in many literary journals including the 
Berkeley Poetry Review, The Midwest Quarterly, Texas Review, and 
G.W. Review—among others. She is the author of three published 
chapbooks: Day Laborers (Plan B Press), The Last Night in New York  
(Homeward Press), and Percipience (Cross Cut Saw Press). Janet has 
taught English as a Second Language at The New School in NYC, 
and Community Colleges in New York and New Mexico. She has 
read her poems/performed via singing the spoken word all over the 
United States.
Aliza Dube is a fifth year student at University of Maine at Farm-
ington with a double major in Creative Writing and Elementary 
Education. She writes to try to make sense of her world and to 
maybe help others do the same. Her work is blunt and deeply per-
sonal, approaching subjects that would not normally be thought of 
as poetic or academic. Aliza will be graduating in the Spring with a 
dual degree, and hopes to work towards a MFA in Creative Nonfic-
tion in the future. 

Matthew Campbell lives in Sweden, ME. His love for literature 
is only exceeded by his love for photography. A long time ago he 
graduated from the UMF writing program with a not so wonderful 
GPA.

Jen Rouse’s poems have appeared in Poetry, The Inflectionist Re-
view, Midwestern Gothic, the CDC Poetry Project, Anti-Heroin Chic, 
Up the Staircase, and elsewhere. She has work forthcoming in Pa-
rentheses and Sliver of Stone. Rouse’s chapbook, Acid and Tender, 
was published in 2016 by Headmistress Press. Find her at 
jen-rouse.com and on Twitter @jrouse.

Josh Zlatkus is a mental health counselor living, working, and 
writing in Philadelphia. He earned his BA in English Language 
and Literature from the University of Chicago, and his Master’s in 
Clinical Counseling from La Salle University. During the first half 
of the week, Josh provides therapy for Medicaid clients. During the 
second half, he writes short stories and plays. He is an avid hockey 
player and fan. His short story, “A Place Too Small to Escape,” has 
been published in COG Magazine.
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Sarah Kuntz Jones lives among the red brick wonders of south 
St. Louis with her daughter, and two black cats. When not in mom-
mode, she is at work on a novel. And, when she’s not doing that, 
she is painting, cooking, baking, or thinking about riding her bike. 
Her fiction has appeared in The Summerset Review, The MacGuffin, 
and Iron Horse Literary Review, among other places. She occasion-
ally tweets things about readings and rejections: @sarahkuntzjones.

Luis Lopez-Maldonado is a Xicanx poeta, playwright, dancer, 
choreographer, and educator. His work has been seen in The Ameri-
can Poetry Review, Foglifter, The Packinghouse Review, Public Pool, 
and Spillway, among many others. He earned a Master of Arts de-
gree in Dance from Florida State University, and a Master of Fine 
Arts degree in Creative Writing from the University of Notre Dame. 
www.luislopez-maldonado.com

Russell Rowland is a pastor, grandfather, and trail volunteer 
in New Hampshire’s Lakes Region.  A seven-time Pushcart Prize 
nominee, he is a past winner of Old Red Kimono’s Paris Lake Poetry 
Contest, and twice winner of both Descant’s Baskerville Publishers 
Poetry Prize, and the Plainsongs Award. His chapbooks Train of All 
Cabooses and Mountain Blue are available from Finishing Line Press. 
His recent work appears in Poem, Adanna, and The Aurorean.

Ally Butler is a senior Creative Writing major at Bowling Green 
State University, where she is the current Editor-in-Chief of Prai-
rie Margins. She’s a fan of SPAM musubi and the Chicago Manual 
of Style hyphenation table. Her work has previously appeared in 
Anomaly Literary Journal, Mangrove, and Cardinal Sins.

Tim Keppel’s work has appeared in Glimmer Train, The Literary 
Review, Mid-American Review, Hayden’s Ferry Review, Chicago 
Quarterly Review, Notre Dame Review, and elsewhere. Three of his 
story collections have been published in Spanish translation by 
Penguin Random House. Keppel teaches literature and writing at 
the Universidad del Valle in Cali, Colombia.
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A former resident of Lockwood and Scott North Halls, Gus 
Peterson now lives alongside the Kennebec and works in sales. 
His work has been featured most recently in The Aurorean and 
online in Rattle’s Poets Respond series. He serves as Treasurer and 
Membership chair of the Maine Poets Society, and this is his first 
swim in The Sandy.

Carl Boon lives in Izmir, Turkey, where he teaches courses in 
American Culture and Literature at 9 Eylül University. His poems 
appear in dozens of magazines, recently The Maine Review and The 
Hawai’i Review. A Pushcart Prize nominee, Boon recently edited a 
volume on the sublime in American cultural studies.

Hannah Calkin was born and raised by the coast of Southern 
Maine. She is currently attending the University of Maine at Farm-
ington and majoring in Creative Writing. This past summer she in-
terned with Unwritten Roads, a multi-genre writing, art, and film-
making camp based in the Portland area and worked closely with 
many enthusiastic and creative young students. She is currently an 
intern at Alice James Books. Some of her favorite things include 
cats, boats, and Disney tunes. Following graduation, she hopes to 
settle down in Portland and work in marketing.

Matthew J. Spireng’s book What Focus Is was published in 
2011 by WordTech Communications. His book Out of Body won the 
2004 Bluestem Poetry Award and was published in 2006 by Blue-
stem Press at Emporia State University. His chapbooks are: Clear 
Cut; Young Farmer; Encounters; Inspiration Point, winner of the 
2000 Bright Hill Press Poetry Chapbook Competition; and Just 
This. Since 1990, his poems have appeared in publications across 
the United States including North American Review, Tar River Po-
etry, Rattle, Louisiana Literature, English Journal, Southern Poetry 
Review, The Binnacle and Poet Lore. He is an eight-time Pushcart 
Prize nominee.

Isaiah Wilson-McFarlane says, “I’m a third year student at 
UMF studying Environmental Science. Nature photography is a 
hobby of mine that definitely stems from learning about the natural 
environment in school. Maine is a beautiful place to photograph 
and I hope to continue to photograph this beautiful state for many 
years to come. To see more of my pictures of Maine find me on 
instagram @isaiahwm”.
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John Timothy Robinson is a traditional, mainstream citizen, 
and ten-year educator for Mason County Schools in Mason Coun-
ty, WV who holds a Regent’s Degree. He has an interest in Criti-
cal Theory of Poetry and American Formalism. John’s poetry has 
appeared in fifty-three journals since August 2016, in the United 
States, Canada and the United Kingdom, electronic and print. He 
has also published several literary critical essays. As a printmaker, 
John has published thirty-four art images which have appeared 
in ten journals and websites in the United States and Italy. Recent 
and forthcoming work; Old Red Kimono, Blognostics and Common 
Ground Review. 

Keith J. Clark is a recent graduate of UMF. He has written a 
number of 10 Minute Scenes during his schooling there, such as 
“Mizzity Magic and All That” and “The Case of the Missing Set,” 
as well as a live radio play entitled “2 Late: A Radio Show.” He is 
currently pursuing a theatrical career in Northern Maine, and he 
hopes you enjoy his piece.

Phoebe Shaw is a senior at University of Maine at Farmington 
and will be graduating with a Bachelor’s in Creative Writing in the 
Spring of 2018.

Andrew Kruse-Ross is a writer and editor residing in Green Bay, 
Wisconsin, and a graduate of the University of Michigan-Flint. His 
recent work appears in Panoply and The New Engagement.

David Rodriguez is a writer and teacher based in New Orleans 
with an MFA from Florida State University. He has previously been 
published in the New Orleans Review, The Southeast Review, Hawai’i 
Review, Alexandria Quarterly, and Jarfly, among other places.
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Duncan Gamble is an honorary Vermonter; a poet caught in the 
field of neuroscience; dreams about building his own house in the 
mountains. He enjoys talking about himself as another person. Ev-
ery poem he has ever written is a love poem. Ask him. He enjoys 
being a river. He pretends he is a real adult and aspires to be a real 
artist. He loves gas stoves, blue-ink pens, film photography, heart-
beats, the forest, and a few select creatures. If you seek him out, 
you can find him singing to birds, talking to himself, or (maybe) 
writing.

Willy Doehring is a senior Creative Writing major at the Uni-
versity of Maine at Farmington. He writes primarily fiction and 
(more recently) poetry. He is currently working as one of the Spring 
2018 co-editors of The Sandy River Review’s The River. He has no 
idea what the future holds, but so long as he is writing he is sure it 
will be a thoroughly enjoyable adventure.
° Runner-up of our 2018 Undergraduate Award; my lips are cold 
against the night

Faith Diaz, originally born in Bronx, N.Y., is from a military 
family and has spent most of her childhood moving from place 
to place. Currently, she is a junior transfer student at University of 
Maine at Farmington. She is majoring in creative writing and upon 
graduation, intends to go to graduate school in hopes of becoming 
an editor and author. When she is not petting her puppy, Sunny, 
she can be found writing, reading about chameleons, or eating mint 
chocolate chip ice cream.

Hannah Hutchings is a Sophomore Art major with a concen-
tration in New Media at the University of Maine in Farmington. 
She uses art as a means of deconstructing her childhood trauma, 
mental illness, and sexuality by projecting and amplifying pieces 
of herself onto her subjects. An aspiring concept artist, Hannah re-
treats into a variety of carefully constructed narratives in order to 
explore the full potential of her characters in her work. She has an 
insatiable desire to understand the different ways in which ideas are 
communicated visually, in order to do for others what her prede-
cessors have done for her.

John Thomas Wetmore is a member of the Connecticut Writing 
Project. He teaches Creative Writing at Arts at the Capitol Theater 
in Willimantic, CT. He loves wild wolves, tattoos, and professional 
wrestling. His poetry has appeared in Liminality, Bone Parade, and 
is forthcoming in After the Pause. He is very proud of his former 
students who attend the University of Maine at Farmington.
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Edmund Sandoval is a writer living in Chicago.

Audrey Gidman received her BFA from the University of Maine 
at Farmington. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in Slip-
pery Elm, Smeuse, The Rush, Confrontation, and Gibson Fay-Leb-
lanc’s Deep Water poetry column.

Thomas L. Winters is a writer from Ontario currently develop-
ing a chapbook of fringe, surrealist poetry. After dropping out of 
university he struggled with finding a fulfilling path on which to 
excel creatively, but has since devoted himself to writing the stories 
and poems he once only ruminated on. In 2018 he hopes to pub-
lish fiction and non-fiction that faithfully reflects his thinking and 
multi-faceted background, and to begin his first novel in earnest. 
Along with The Sandy River Review, his work has also appeared or 
is forthcoming in Grotesque Quarterly, OCCULUM, Figroot Press, 
and Corvus Review.

Savannah Leigh was born and raised in the San Francisco Bay 
Area, but has traveled around ever since. She attended the Univer-
sity of Maine at Farmington, where she earned a BFA in creative 
writing, a BA in pre-veterinary biology, and honors scholar recog-
nition. She currently lives with her 2.5 pound chihuahua Yzma in 
Le Mans, France, where she works as a lectrice d’anglais.

Michaela Zelie is a senior Creative Writing major at the Univer-
sity of Maine at Farmington. She is particularly interested in poetry, 
and poetic non-fiction. After graduation she plans to pursue men-
toring and teaching writing.
 ° Winner of our 2018 Undergraduate Award; Boxes

Chris Topper received his BFA from the Academy of Art Uni-
versity in San Francisco. His commercial illustration work is done 
digitally or with a combination of digital and traditional tools. He 
is currently working on a series of oil paintings to display. When 
not drawing or painting, he is playing guitar, running, getting lost 
in a library, or looking through his book and movie collections. You 
may also find him enjoying the solitude of a walk in the woods or 
shuffling through the masses on city streets.
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Editor’s Notes

Alexandra Dupuis is a co-editor of The Sandy River Review. She is a senior 
Creative Writing major at UMF. After graduation, she hopes to enter the 
publishing field. On any given day, she can be found daydreaming about 
returning to the city.  Any city, really.

Even now that the ride is over, co-editor Elayna Chamberlin will probably 
still crave impromptu mid-afternoon runs to Dunkin and say, “consider,” 
before making any wild suggestions.
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